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Network Fundamentals

I One of many classifications:
I Techonological networks (e.g.,)
I Social networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, WeChat)
I Information networks (e.g., World Wide Web)
I Biological networks (e.g., gene regulation network, human brain

functional connnection network, contact network epidemiology)



Examples of Networks



General Themes:

I Formulate mathematical models for network patterns,
phenomena and principles

I Reason about the model’s broader implications about networks,
e.g., behavior, population-level dynamics, etc.

I Develop common analytic tools for network data obtained from
a variety of settings



Basics

I Network is a graph
I Graphs

I Mathematical models of network structure
I Graph: Vertices/Nodes+Edges/Ties/Links
I A way of specifying relationships among a collection of items



I Graph: Ordered pair G = (V ,E )
I V (G): vertex set; E (G): edge set
I The vertex pairs may be ordered or unordered, corresponding

to directed and undirected graphs
I Some vertex pairs are connected by an edge, some are not
I Two connected vertices are said to be (nearest) neighbors



I Two graphs G1 = (V1,E1) and G2 = (V2,E2) are equal if they
have equal vertex sets and equal edge sets, i.e., if V1 = V2 and
E1 = E2 (Note: equality of graph is defined in terms of equality
of sets)

I Two graph diagrams (visualizations) are equal if they represent
equal vertex sets and equal edge sets



I Consider a subset of vertices V ′(G) ⊂ V (G)
I An induced subgraph of G is a subgraph G ′ = (V ′,E ′) where

E (G ′) ⊂ E (G) is the collection of edges to be found in G
among the subset V (G ′) of vertices

I For examlple, consider Moreno’s sociogram. If V ′ denotes the
boys’ vertices, what is the graph G ′ induced by V ′?



I Edges, depending on context, can signify a variety of things
I Common interpretations

I Structural connections
I Interactions
I Relationships
I Dependencies

I Often more than one interpretation may be appropriate



Local structure of networks, directed or undirected, can be
summarized by subgraph censuses; Network motif discovery - A
dyad is a subgraph of two nodes - Dyad census: count of all (3)
isomorphic subgraphs - A triad is a subgraph of three nodes - Traid
census: count of all (16) isomorphic subgraphs



I The degree of a node in a graph is the number of edges
connected to it

I We use di to denote the degree of node i
I M edges, then there are 2M ends of edges; Also the sum of

degrees of all the nodes in the graph:
∑

i di = 2M
I Nodes in directed graph have in-degree and out-degree









Link Density

I Consider an undirected network with N nodes
I How many edges can the network have at most?

I The number of ways of choosing 2 vertices out of N:
N(N − 1)/2

I A graph is fully connected if every possible edge is present



I Let M be the number of edges
I Link density: the fraction of edges present, and is denoted by
ρ

ρ = 2M
N(N − 1)

I Link density lies in [0, 1]
I Most real networks have very low ρ
I Dense network: ρ→ constant as N →∞
I Sparse network: ρ→ 0 as N →∞







I The paths of length r are given by Ar





Network Descriptors

I Centrality: measures hwo central or important nodes are in
the network

I Proposing new centrality measures and developing algorithms
to calculate them is an active field of research

I Degree centrality is just another name for degree; Simplest
centrality measure



Eigen-Centrality



Closeness Centrality



Clustering



Clustering: Transitivity



Clustering: Transitivity



Clustering: Transitivity



Degree Distribution



Degree Distribution



Degree Distribution



Degree Distribution



Small-world Phenomenon



Small-world Phenomenon



Small-world Phenomenon



Active Methods Research Area: Peer/Contagion Effects

I Is obesity contagious? (Christakis and Fowler, 2007, NEJM)
I Cooperative behaviour in social network (Fowler and Christakis,

2010, PNAS)
I Contact network epidemiology for studying population

dynamics of infectious disease dynamics



Implication of Contagion upon Intervention

I Vaccination
I Percolation theory: originates in statistical physics and

mathematics where it is used to mainly study low-dimensional
lattices, or regular networks

I In network context, percolation referes to the process of
removing nodes or edges from the network

I Site versus bond percolation
I “removal” referes to the elements (nodes or edges) being

somehow non-functional - they are not removed from the system
I Think of percolation as a process that switches nodes or edges

either on or off



Percolation







Did not discuss today

I Generate a random network:
1. Random graph models
2. Erdos-Renyi (E-R) model, or E-R random graph named after

Hungarian mathematicians; Also known as Poisson random
graph (degree distribution of the model follows a Poisson)

3. Barabasi-Albert model (preferential attachment)
4. Small-world model/Watts-Strogatz model (high transitiity;

small-world property)
5. Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGM)
6. Stochastic block models (community structure)



I Network Fundamentals
1. Basics: Chapter 6; Descriptors: Chapter 7-8; Models: Chapter

12-15, Newman (2010). [Networks: An Introduction. Oxford
University Press.]

I Social Networks:
1. Chapter 3, Newman book.
2. Hoff, Raftery and Handcock (2002). Latent Space Approaches

to Social Network Analysis. JASA.
I Social Influence (Peer-Effects; Contagion):

1. Christakis and Fowler (2007). The Spread of Obesity in a Large
Social Network over 32 Years. NEJM.

2. Responses to CF2007: Cohen-Cole and Fletcher (2008); Lyons
(2011); Shalizi and Thomas (2011); and More

3. O’Malley et al. (2014). Estimating Peer Effects in Longitudinal
Dyadic Data Using Instrumental Variables. Biometrics.

I Infectious Disease Dynamics
1. Chapter 21, Easley and Kleinberg (2010). [Networks, Crowds,

and Markets: Reasoning About a Highly Connected World.
Cambridge University Press.]

https://www.amazon.com/Networks-Introduction-Mark-Newman/dp/0199206651
https://www.amazon.com/Networks-Introduction-Mark-Newman/dp/0199206651
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/kleinber/networks-book/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/kleinber/networks-book/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/kleinber/networks-book/


I Notes partially sourced from Betsy Ogburn and JP Onella


